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Presentation
Aroma Clarity Viscosity Flavour Cleanliness Comments

1 xxx pleasant xxx strong tasty xxx wellpresented tasty exhibit

2 x pleasant IG medium very nice xx incipient granulation, mucky lids out/in/screw, inside good, 

3 x little x medium weak x hair in honey in one jar, 2nd jar acceptable

4 xxx beautiful xxx xxx delicious xxx

a lovely sample of heather honey, beautiful colour, very well 

presented 1st

5 x little xx xx tangy xx not to judges taste

6 xxx pleasant xxx medium tasty xxx wellpresented tasty exhibit

7 xxx little xxx medium unusual xxx not to judges taste, very unusual

8 xx strong IG strong light x scum on top, requires warming to remove IG

9 xx little dense medium caramelised x scum on top

10 x little IG strong pleasant xx typical summer honey for 2023

11 xx poor IG strong tangy x honey on lids, some air bubbles

12 xxx little IG medium weak x bright & nice but IG

13 NS NS NS NS NS NS EXHIBIT NOT STAGED

14 no exhibit no exhibit

15 xx little xxx strong light xx

disappointing flavour for such a lovely honey, some air 

bubbles on shoulders 

16 x little IG xxx good, tasty xx pleasant summer honey, needed more warming to clear

17 xx strong x v strong strong air bubbles

good looking but  many air bubbles, extremely strong, shame 

about technical faults

18 xxx pleasant xx low tasty xx thin but very pleasant honey HC

19 xxx stunning xxx xxx strong xxx typical  2023 summer honey, thick & tasty VHC

20 xxx musty x xxx tasty xxx nice tasty thick honey

21 xxx little xx medium light xx beautiful presentation, disappointing flavour

22 xxx fair IG good nice taste xx further warming to clear

23 xxx good x good flavoursome xxx pleasant summer honey 2nd

24 lovely presentationxxx xxx xxx delicious xxx jar gleams,lovely honey 3rd

25 no exhibit

26 xx pleasant IG medium disappointing x air bubbles around rim, IG

27 x little xx medium disappointing xx

disappointing flavour for such a lovely looking honey, some 

air bubbles on shoulders 

28 poor v little granulatingnot assessed displeasing dirty dusty lids, label too high, granulating, 

29 xxx slight xxx xxx pleasant xxx well presented, pleasant honey

30 xxx beautiful xxx xx delicious xxx delicious dark honey 4th

31 NS NS NS NS NS NS EXHIBIT NOT STAGED

32 poor pleasant granulatingmedium pleasant x honey labels not straight, further warming required

Class 5 Two Jars of Liquid Honey - 2023
>20 in class = 4th place award

Note: x = good;      xx = very good;      xxx = excellent


